SIMUFLEX: Algorithms and Tools for Simulation of the Conformation and Dynamics of Flexible Molecules and Nanoparticles in Dilute Solution.
A computer programs suite, SIMUFLEX, has been constructed for the calculation of solution properties of flexible macromolecules modeled as bead-and-connector models of arbitrary topology. The suite consists mainly of two independent programs, BROWFLEX that generates the macromolecular trajectory by using the Brownian dynamics technique and ANAFLEX that analyzes that trajectory to get solution properties of the macromolecule. In this paper, we describe theoretical aspects about the macromolecular model and the Brownian dynamics algorithm used and describe some of the numerous properties that can be evaluated. In order to provide examples of the application of the methodology, we present simulations of dynamic properties of DNA with length ranging from 10 to 10(5) base pairs. SIMUFLEX is able to run simulations with more or less coarse-grained models, thus enabling such multiple-scale studies.